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Knit two socks at a time, while working from the toe up! In this delightful guide, Melissa

Morgan-Oakes shares her revolutionary knitting technique that allows you to try on the socks as you

work, avoid running out of yarn, and steer clear of the dreaded Kitchener stitch to finish off the toes.

You can apply this exciting new technique to absolutely any sock pattern to help you to knit

fabulous, perfectly formed pairs of socks for the whole family.
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Melissa Morgan-Oakes learned as a child to crochet, tat, and sew without commercial patterns.

When her children were small, she created award-winning sewn and crocheted garments. Melissa

later taught herself to spin and knit, so she brings the perspective of a self-taught knitter to her

innovative methods. She now teaches and designs patterns for WEBS, America's Yarn Store.

Melissa lives in western Massachusetts with her family.

I love this book but the kindle version wasn't helpful because the text referred to page numbers,

which the kindle version doesn't have, so I bought the print edition, which is nice because it's



hardcover and has spiral bound pages.

All of the patterns have a "Heel Flap" which I don't like. I prefer the afterthought heel.

This book is very well written a must have if you are interested in knitting socks 2 at a time toe up

...Delivery was very quick from order date ordered two more as gifts to friends that share my love of

knitting as well.

there are several on the maket on this topic, and 2 at a time is a unique method of making socks.

Not a new technique in itself,(see the book The Brother's Karamozof where it is mentioned as a

technique. Try to figure out what it symbolizes to that author.)Saving time in knitting socks matters,

but more important, that the socks match. I bought the book because I was having troublegetting the

2 socks to match, especially since interruptions between knitting the 1st & 2nd sock are

probable.Check it out...it could be the method for you too.

Only gives you one way of knitting 2@a time and only relate for her patterns that are in the book.

I borrowed this book from a friend when I was just beginning to learn to knit socks in the magic loop

method. This book is a great introduction to knitting the socks 2-at-a-time. The patterns are easy to

follow for beginners in this method. I realized I had to get the book myself as there were a number of

patterns I just had to try. There are a variety of adult sock patterns, and even a number of child sock

patterns. The instructions are clearly written, and the book even includes a section on sock math, for

helping you achieve that perfect fit. (It's easy math, too, don't worry.) It also has a wonderful spiral

bound design that allows it lay easily open at your page while you work. Let me tell you - that's

worth the price of the whole book right there! I gave the product 4/5 stars because the pattern

instructions do get a bit too bulky to wade through after you are comfortable with the method. Page

after page of pattern could become a bit tedious. There were also just a few socks that I thought

were not attractive, but I realize that style is completely individual. However, those were very minor

things in the grand scheme of the book. Overall, for a beginner to this method, or even an

experienced person that wants to discover some new patterns, this book is for you.

This is a great book for someone just learning to knit socks..or just getting back to it after a few

years. Things have changed and there are some new techniques. This book, Toe-Up 2-at-aTime



Socks, has good illustrations and very complete descriptions and directions. It is a worthwhile

purchase.

It took me some time to figure out how to knit two socks at once on two circular needles. I couldn't

have done it without this book! And knitting from the toe up was eye-opening. It's nice to be able to

determine the length of the cuff according to how much yarn you have to knit with.
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